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Abstract

This dissertation investigates the concept of race and spatiality, primarily through the writings of

Denise Ferreira da Silva. In Ferreira da Silva’s book Toward a Global Idea of Race, she traces how

philosophical and scientific discourse has instituted both ”transparent subjectivity,” associated with

self-determination, temporality and interiority, and ”affectable subjectivity,” associated with outer-

determination and spatiality. Transparent subjectivity becomes racially coded as white, while

affectability is located in the bodies of those who are not white and thus seen as coming from

”elsewhere.” In this dissertation, I explore Ferreira da Silva’s use of spatiality as a mode of

understanding race through the concepts of the body, geography, and exclusion or exteriority from

universality and humanity. I place her work in the context of the writings of other theorists of these

concepts, notably Frantz Fanon, Linda Martín Alcoff, Sylvia Wynter, and Frank Wilderson.

Through these comparisons, I try to outline the conceptual and political stakes of Ferreira da Silva’s

treatment of these issues. 
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Introduction

This dissertation explores ways in which race can be understood through spatiality. I will outline

three ways in which spatiality figure in theories of race – as embodiment, as globality and place,

and in the form of exclusion from humanity and universality. The three chapters in this text will

thus concern the body, geographies, and with metaphorical spatial models of understanding

racialisation. The inspiration behind this topic comes from Denise Ferreira da Silva’s book Toward

a Global Idea of Race, and her writings are the main texts studied in this dissertation. I provide a

reading of Ferreira da Silva’s writings by unpacking notions of spatiality at work in her text, and by

contrasting her approach to those of other theorists of race. I will ask: what are the political and

conceptual stakes in the use of spatial categories to describe the category of race?

Here, the concept of race indicates a mode of differentiation and hierarchy. It is a socially

constructed classification of people, which has been constituted over time, through fragmented and

overlapping processes of scientific and political signification. Some critical race theorists indicate

this meaning of the term by using scare quotes (”race”), but I will follow Ferreira da Silva’s

decision to not do that, because race has the same level of political or social reality as other

hierarchical divisions, such as class or gender.1 The concept of whiteness indicates the most highly

valued position in this hierarchy, and thus a position of social and political power. Racial concepts

are fluid and culturally specific, but are also deeply integrated in the modern social order, and thus

have a high degree of stability and resilience to change.

I write this dissertation in the context of a European philosophical history that has had a

complex relation to racial categories. Even as it has strived for universality, the texts that constitute

the history of philosophy has often contributed to the creation of racial hierarchies. The

involvement of philosophers in the creation of a modern representation of race can be difficult to

unpack, especially as these notions are often seemingly at odds with what is perceived as the central

ideas of these thinkers. Even the explicitly racist ideologies of philosophers in the European canon

are often presented as incidental, or as products of a certain historical ideology that has since been

abandoned. This obscures the ways in which philosophers have contributed to the intellectual

justification of racism, colonialism, slavery, and genocide. The presentation of our philosophical

heritage tends to be cleansed from racist ideas, as these ideas are deemed non-essential to the ”real”

philosophical tradition – a mode of presentation that ignores the ways in which the European

history of philosophy is written from a perspective of whiteness. This fact might be relatively

uncontroversial today, at least on a superficial level, but I want to suggest that we have not fully

1   Denise Ferreira da Silva, Toward a Global Idea of Race p. xxvii
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dealt with how European philosophical perspectives relies on whiteness. We tend to excuse racism

as unfortunate but ultimately unimportant personal opinions. Recent debates, centring on for

example Kant’s racism in his anthropological and geographical works, Hegel’s idea of world

history, and Heidegger’s antisemitism,2 are perhaps the beginning of a new discussion within the

discipline of philosophy. Categories that have previously been deemed too ”ontic” or not properly

universal, such as gender and race, will perhaps some day come to be seen as legitimate and

important topics for philosophical enquiry. 

As it stands, however, this dissertation has an unusual relation to the history of philosophy, in

that it will treat theorists who are not normally included in the philosophical canon. It will perhaps

appear as unhistorical, as most of the texts presented have been written in the past few decades. I

have chosen to engage with those thinkers who intervene explicitly and critically with constructions

of race, as opposed to tracing racist ideas in the mainstream philosophical tradition. Ferreira da

Silva’s own work contains an extensive investigation of the implicit and explicit ways in which

philosophers have contributed to the construction of a modern representation of race, from

Descartes via Locke, Leibniz, Kant, Herder, and Hegel. Due to lack of space, and a wish to not

simply provide a summary of Toward a Global Idea of Race, I will not discuss Ferreira da Silva’s

investigation in detail. 

Toward a Global Idea of Race centres on how representations of race have appeared in the

texts of modern philosophy and science. It explores how philosophers, together with natural and

social scientists, have instituted the very categories they have purported to describe. The concept of

race is thus not understood as peripheral to the modern philosophical and scientific project, but

something that guides its very formation. Philosophy and science are in Ferreira da Silva’s work not

understood as competing discourses, but are seen as complementary, exploring different aspects of

a particular construction of humanity. I want to investigate, through Ferreira da Silva’s work, what

happens if a category such as race is placed at the centre of philosophical discourse. 

The initial move in Toward a Global Idea of Race is to ask what has been pushed to the side

of modern philosophical understandings of the subject. This deconstructive reading of philosophical

texts focus on the notion of the ”transparent subject,” a concept that indicates the centrality of

temporality and interiority of modern constructions of the subject. Ferreira da Silva states that

modern philosophical texts have, with few exceptions, instituted the subject as a transparent I, that

is, a knowing subject that is not primarily determined by exteriority, but rather determines itself.3

It is by now commonplace to admit that philosophy has often disavowed the importance of

2    See for example Andrew Valls, Race and Racism in Modern Philosophy
3 Denise Ferreira da Silva, Toward a Global Idea of Race p. 30 f
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the body. The question Ferreira da Silva asks is how this denial of exteriority, the body, and the

spatial is related to modern representations of race. Spatiality is thus both what has been disavowed

in modern philosophy, and what can give us a key to understanding the modern construction of

race. This dissertation thus also explores the construction of the philosophical subject as an

implicitly white subject, in that race and spatiality have been deemed unimportant to the modern

philosophical project.  

What Ferreira da Silva does is to read various statements of the racial, that is, the category of

race as it appears in post-Enlightenment philosophical and scientific texts. It traces

ontoepistemological formulations of the racial – ways of knowing that institute the object they seek

to know. Race, I will suggest together with Ferreira da Silva, is not a negative category, and it is not

a category that mainly works by excluding various groups from the notion of humanity. Rather, it is

a productive category, a substantive, if fragmented, set of ideas that is instituted through implicitly

or explicitly racialised representations of modes of subjectivity.4 I believe this has profound

political and theoretical consequences, in that it contains a critique of everyday understandings of

race and antiracist politics, as well as a critique of modern understandings of subjectivity. In the

case of philosophical texts, their productive effect has mainly been the constitution of the subject as

a transparent I, which is implicitly racialised as white or European, while simultaneously denying

the importance of the body and the racial. 

With regards method, this dissertation offers a form of comparative reading, where Ferreira

da Silva’s book, and some of her essays on the same topic, form the central body of work. Along

the way I will introduce several interlocutors, who will help me clarify the conceptual and political

stakes of Ferreira da Silva’s project. In the first chapter, I will introduce Frantz Fanon’s thinking on

racial embodiment. Fanon, the most famous philosopher of race, will continue to appear throughout

this dissertation. I have chosen to write about Fanon not only because of his importance for

philosophy of race as a whole, but because Ferreira da Silva considers herself as someone who

carries on his legacy. The other thinkers who appear in this dissertation, most importantly Linda

Martín Alcoff, Sylvia Wynter and Frank Wilderson, have been chosen because they also see

themselves as working in a Fanonian tradition. This dissertation will thus explore how different

philosophies, all in some way related to the writings of Fanon, can lead to differing emphases in

their accounts of race and spatiality. I hope that this conversation with other thinkers can bring out

the specificity of Ferreira da Silva’s own thought, while also staging a dialogue between various

positions. With this, I hope to counteract the tendency in philosophy to present black thinkers as

detached from their intellectual context. Critical race theory and black radical thought are very rich

4 Denise Ferreira da Silva, Toward a Global Idea of Race p. 7
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intellectual traditions. Since these traditions are so marginal in academia, I think it is important to

show how the main texts are related to those of other writers, who might not be familiar to the

reader. Here, I can only present a few theorists, who I have felt would be interesting to read

alongside Ferreira da Silva because of both their similarities and differences. Perhaps this

dissertation can be slightly different from the standard philosophical text, which privileges readings

of a sole, canonical thinker, whose theoretical context is already known by the reader. Instead, it

will offer a more fragmentary and many-voiced exploration of the theme of race and spatiality.

Ferreira da Silva’s own method could be described as what philosopher Linda Martín Alcoff

calls ”contextual objectivism,” but which we might call a discourse oriented method.

Contextualism, according to Martín Alcoff, is the understanding of race as socially constructed and

historically malleable. Objectivism, within this framework of a contextualism of race, is the

methodology that focuses on historical data or texts as opposed to lived experience.5 Ferreira da

Silva, using primarily a set of texts to understand the construction of race, does not describe the

experience but the representation of race. One could make a point about the different perspectives

used here – to theorise the representation, as opposed to the experience, of race, is mostly to work

from within a horizon of whiteness. It is white people who have instituted the modern

representation of race. Whiteness constitutes itself through its representation of racial others. As

white people have constructed the dominant racial imaginary, whiteness is the horizon from which

it is pertinent to make observations of modern ideas about race. What Martín Alcoff calls contextual

subjectivism, but which might more adequately be described as a phenomenological approach to

race, requires a different epistemological and methodological framework. As a white person, it is

difficult for me to access this perspective, which I could perhaps grasp only though others’ accounts

of racial experience. The experience of the other, I contend, is not equally accessible or inaccessible

to all subject positions, but rather is structured by power. Because race consists of a set of power

relations, different aspects of the racialised world will become perceptible or imperceptible

depending on one’s position within those relations. For this reason, I will follow Ferreira da Silva in

taking an ”objectivist” approach to the concept of race, though I will discuss phenomenological

approaches in my first chapter. Whiteness for the most part makes itself invisible to itself, thus

making it difficult to describe an experience of whiteness. In this sense as well, whiteness can be

described as transparency, something which white subjects simply see through without noticing. I

write this in a part of the world, Scandinavia, which has continually represented itself as located

very far from the sphere of colonialism, and where racial hierarchies thus appear as unimportant,

depoliticised, or existing elsewhere. Thus, I am interested not only in the construction of the racial

5 Linda Martín Alcoff, ”Towards a phenomenology of racial embodiment” p. 17
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other, but also in the processes of whiteness, universality, and transparency. 

1. Bodies

In this chapter, I will explore two ways of theorising the body as a racialised mode of being. Firstly,

I will introduce an approach oriented towards phenomenology, primarily exemplified by Peau

noire, masques blancs (Black Skin, White Masks) by Frantz Fanon, and in Linda Martín Alcoff’s

essay ”Towards a phenomenology of racial embodiment.” Secondly, I will consider Denise Ferreira

da Silva’s understanding of the affectable body in her theory of raciality. The body is clearly a

central signifier of the racial, and one that is connected to other forms of spatiality. The body can be

understood as a link between subjectivity, as ”interiority,” and the world, as ”exteriority.” As such,

the body can take on the function in representations of race of mediating between the mind and a

particular global region.

In Frantz Fanon’s account of racial subjectivity in Black Skin, White Masks, the body has a

relatively central role. The description of the body can be said to take on two main functions –

firstly, as an ”internal” description of the experience of the racialised body, and secondly, as a

visual marker of difference, determined by the white gaze. These meanings map onto each other, as

the experiential quality of the racialised body is determined by its being turned into an object in a

white world, confronted with white modes of knowing and seeing. However, they point to two

slightly different ways of describing race – as something primarily oriented towards embodiment,

and as something determined by the visual field. The first approach can also be described as an

orientation towards movement, action, spatiality and tactility, that is, the ways in which bodies

inhabit the world. This approach draws on Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s work on the ways in which

subjectivity is experienced through the body. The other way in which the body is central to

phenomenological theories of race is through visibility. This is perhaps the more common

understanding of what race is. Race is on this account not understood as a way of being embodied

in the world, but as a set of visual markers that can be used to identify an individual as belonging to

a particular racial group. These markers are commonly referred to as ”skin colour,” but they do not

only use colour as a visual marker, but also such things as facial traits, hair type, and (in the case of

phrenology) skull shape. Together, they form a composite marker of racial belonging. These traits,

as I will suggest later in this chapter, are often taken to be natural, empirical, and therefore neutral

facts of raciality, but are in fact produced as salient features only in the social hierarchy of race.

The most famous scene in Black Skin, White Masks, is perhaps when Fanon describes a white
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child pointing at him, saying ”Maman, look, a Negro; I’m scared!”6 What happens in this scene is

that the narrator is confronted with the white gaze, a racial judgment is made based on visual

markers, and this judgment changes the experience of the world for the person who becomes the

object of the gaze. This account thus contains both an account of the visuality of race, and a

description of the experiential quality of racialisation. The racialised body freezes, it loses its

habitual schema, it is turned into a thing to be looked at. Fanon feels locked into his own body in

his confrontation with the white gaze.7 Race is experienced as reification, in the sense of becoming

an object among other objects. The world is no longer a place in which it is possible to act. The

body can no longer be experienced as self-moving, self-determined, but a thing that is determined

by others. The body, we might say, loses is function of being an intermediary between world and

self, as the bodily schema falls apart. It is no longer a body capable of acting in the world. Instead it

is ”returned to [Fanon] spread-eagled, disjointed”.8 I will return to this image of the reified body

later in this chapter, in my discussion of Ferreira da Silva. 

A similar account of racialisation is found in a text by Sara Ahmed, in which she describes

being stopped at the U.S. border. Here, however, it is not primarily the body that becomes an

obstacle to movement, but her name, Ahmed.9 Both Fanon’s confrontation with the white gaze, and

Ahmed’s description of being stopped because of her name, already signal a limitation in the

”interior,” experiential version of the subjective account of race, as the source of raciality is not

located in interiority, understood as feeling one’s own body in the world. Race, as Ahmed’s name

shows, is always more than a bodily marker or an experience of embodiment. I would argue that

race can be described as an experience of interiority, but that it is questionable how much such an

approach can account for in itself. It is thus limited to being a description of the experience of

raciality, rather than a theorisation of the processes through which raciality operates in the world.

Indeed, Fanon writes of the interior experience of the racialised body as a negative one – a

destruction of the bodily schema.10 Ahmed describes whiteness as comfort in the world, whereas the

non-white body is experienced as negation.11 The account of racial embodiment is limited, firstly

because race always draws on systems of signification (such as names, cultural practices) that

transcends the individual body, and secondly because it tends to be a negative account. Race is

experienced as destruction, as a point where possibilities are restricted. But this experiential

approach cannot account for why this happens, it can only state that it happens. To understand the

6 Frantz Fanon, Black Skin, White Masks p. 91
7 Ibid. p. 89
8 Ibid. p. 93
9 Sara Ahmed, ”A phenomenology of whiteness” p. 162
10 Frantz Fanon, Black Skin, White Masks p. 90
11 Sara Ahmed, ”A phenomenology of whiteness” p. 158, 161
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significance of the racialisation of bodies, we have to go beyond the individual bodily experience.

Fanon seems to suggest the same when he writes:

Beneath the body schema I had created a historical-racial schema. The data I used were

provided not by ”remnants of feelings and notions of the tactile, vestibular, kinesthetic, or

visual nature” but by the Other, the white man, who has woven me out of a thousand details,

anecdotes, and stories.12

Here, he is already going beyond a purely experiential method of understanding the racialised body.

The historical-racial schema is more fundamental for the experience of racialisation than the

negative experience of the body. I think one can see in Fanon’s description, perhaps more than in

Ahmed’s, an indication of a productive account of raciality, one in which the experience of

negation, stopping, and exclusion is only one moment of a broader system. However, I would like

to add that what I am looking for is not a historical account of race, as the historical tends to emerge

as the opposite of spatiality. Instead, I want to look at the ways in which race operate through

political-spatial processes. 

As I have mentioned, Fanon’s chapter on the lived experience of race takes into account not

only the ”interior” experience of the body, but also a description of the white gaze. That gaze has

the power of breaking down the racialised person’s bodily schema. In this terrain of

intersubjectivity, racialisation is explained as what happens in the meeting between two bodies.

Racialisation becomes an act of reading of the body of the other. As Linda Martín Alcoff suggests,

this act of reading is not experienced as interpretation of the body of the other, but simply as

perception.13 This means that looking at the racialised other, the white person will not experience

racial traits as signs or as mediation, but as natural, empirical features of the other’s body. The

perception of others is thus structured by race, oriented towards racial seeing that naturalises race.14

The social and political system of racial hierarchy is reduced to a set of ”natural” traits. Martín

Alcoff reminds us that visibility is tied to ways of knowing, and suggests that the modern idea of

race emerged simultaneously with the insistence in Western epistemology of sight as the primary

means of knowledge.15 Seeing the other would thus imply knowledge of the other, a knowledge that

is taken as natural and empirical. In this way, we can understand how the visual has worked as a

cornerstone of racial knowledge.

12 Frantz Fanon, Black Skin, White Masks p. 91
13 Linda Martín Alcoff, ”Towards a phenomenology of racial embodiment” p. 21
14 Ibid. p. 23
15 Linda Martín Alcoff, Visible Identities p. 198
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According to Fanon, the white gaze presents itself as the valid one.16 It is the white way of

looking, and by implication the white way of knowing, that is privileged. Thus, the racialised

person cannot resist the white gaze, she or he cannot gaze back at the white person. There is no

reciprocity in the racialised encounter. But here again, we encounter limits to the phenomenological

approach to race. For how did this non-reciprocity arise? How did this differentiation of power,

where only the white person can see/know the other, come to be? From a strictly experiential

horizon, these questions cannot be answered. 

Both Fanon and Martín Alcoff suggest that the racialisation of (Ashkenazi/European) Jews

mark a sort of limit case in the racially structured visual field. In antisemitic representation, Jews

are often presumed to have certain distinguishing facial traits, but Fanon writes that unlike black

people, Jews ”can pass undetected.”17 Martín Alcoff, on the other hand, stress that the creation of a

visual ideal type of Jewishness is central to the antisemitic project.18 Perhaps this wavering indicates

why Jewishness alternately has been represented as a racial group and as a ethnic (cultural) identity.

However, I would argue that the position of Jews in racial representation suggest that visibility can

be overemphasised in a theory of race. The racial, while focusing on the body as a nexus of

signification, constructs certain traits as salient markers of race, in a system that also relies on other

racialised markers, such as names. This would somewhat undermine Martín Alcoff’s emphasis on

the visual as the primary medium of raciality. The problem with her approach is that while she

stresses that racial traits are made visible through learned processes, it still takes racialised traits as

”real” in a way that naturalises the existence of race without giving an explanation of the

construction of racial categories.19 This also marks a limit of the phenomenological approach to

race, which tends to overemphasise the tactile experience of the body and/or visual traits without

accounting for the production of those experiences in a system of racial signification. I am not

suggesting these accounts are not valuable contributions to our understanding of racial embodiment,

but that they need to be complemented by theories that go beyond the appearance of race. What I

am criticising, then, is not the content of phenomenological accounts of race but their status as an

explanation of the racial. Visibility and tactility are not the only ways in which we can understand

how the racial operates through notions of spatiality and embodiment. Fanon chooses a form of

politicised psychoanalysis as a framework to understand racialised subjectivity, beyond the visual

and tactile experience of race. I will explore Ferreira da Silva’s account of the racialised body as an

affectable body.

16 Frantz Fanon, Black Skin, White Masks p. 95
17 Ibid. p. 95
18 Linda Martín Alcoff, ”Towards a phenomenology of racial embodiment” p. 23
19 Ibid. p. 19, 23
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Affectability 

As I noted in the introduction, Ferreira da Silva describes the notion of a transparent I, which

emerges as the leading account of subjectivity in post-Enlightenment European texts. The

transparent I is a form of subjectivity that is constituted as a nexus of self-determination and

knowledge, and which thus has a self-transparent access to the transcendental.20 This is not to

suggest that all philosophical or scientific statements have been the same or have articulated

subjectivity in the same way. Rather, Ferreira da Silva identifies a multitude of differing but often

complementary statements of subjectivity, the effect of which is to defer the outer-determination or

affectability of the subject, in order to institute subjectivity as self-determining. The transparent

subject thus does not appear in a pure state in any one text, but becomes a discursive construction in

post-Enlightenment understandings of subjectivity, in which the central task is to establish a self-

determining subject. The discursive effect of modern philosophical texts is that interiority has been

instituted as a privileged entity, a sphere in which freedom and knowledge is possible. They have

done so by deferring the scientific notion that bodies are determined by natural law. However, the

affectability of the body cannot be completely negated, as this would imply giving up the idea of a

subject that has access to knowledge through the senses.21 The transparent subject, then, institutes

itself as separate from the world, thus itself creating the problem of how it is related to the world.22

This construction of the transparent subject has been partly upheld by natural and social sciences,

which have used scientific differentiation to locate affectable, outer-determined bodies outside the

sphere of European whiteness. Through this deconstructive reading, Ferreira da Silva locates the

problem of race at the very core of the modern philosophical and scientific project, namely in its

attempt to establish a knowing, free subject. 

The notion of transparency has a series of interrelated meanings in Ferreira da Silva’s work.

The primary meaning is that the understanding of transparent subjectivity privileges temporality and

interiority over spatiality and exteriority. These themes will come back throughout this dissertation.

Here, I will focus on the way in which the transparent subject institutes its other, that is, the people

judged as non-European, non-transparent, affectable beings. 

The transparent subject privileges interiority because it is constructed as a self-determining

thing, in opposition to the outer-determined things that it meets in the world. The subject can to

some extent determine its world through its will, and it is therefore not fully determined by entities

outside itself. However, this account of subjectivity is constantly threatened, as science posits a

world ruled by natural law. Ferreira da Silva writes: 

20 Denise Ferreira da Silva, ”Towards a critique of the socio-logos of justice” p. 428
21 Denise Ferreira da Silva, Toward a Global Idea of Race p. 46
22 This point was made by philosopher Lewis Gordon in a lecture at Birkbeck, University of London, 21 May 2016
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Precisely the need to secure this exclusive attribute [transparency], I argue, has occupied modern

philosophers since the refashioning of reason as the secular ruler and producer of the universe, as an

exterior (constraining or regulative) force, threatened to transform the mind into such an other thing of

the world.23

The account of transparent subjectivity thus threatens to create a problem when existing in

combination with an account of reason as the ruling force of the universe, for it threatens interiority

as a self-determining thing. This problem has haunted European philosophy from its beginnings, but

Ferreira da Silva argues that the notion of a transparent I, with its epistemological troubles, became

the leading philosophical account of subjectivity from the beginning of the Enlightenment era.24 As

we have seen, the transparency thesis cannot completely disavow exteriority, as that would imply

giving up the claim of knowing the world. Instead, Ferreira da Silva suggests that exteriority is

engulfed, that is, made into a thing that partly falls within the sphere of interiority, in order to keep

at bay the threat that exteriority poses to self-determination.25

The transparent subject has a problematic relation to modern science, as it partly works as a

condition of possibility for modern sciences – it is what can know and control the world. This is not

to say that all scientific accounts have utilised the representation of the transparent I as a foundation

for knowledge. Indeed, the sciences has often threatened the philosophical account of the subject,

by reducing the human to an affectable object in the world. But Ferreira da Silva suggests that this

threat has never been fully realised. Specifically, the representation of the post-Enlightenment

European man has always remained relatively secure in transparency and interiority, because

affectability has been located elsewhere. The primary subject of science has thus not been made into

an object for science, because he could represent himself as fundamentally self-determining and

beyond the grasp of natural laws.26 

In the sciences as well as in philosophy, the qualities of mind associated with the white,

transparent subject became the social qualities of civilisation, because civilisation, as opposed to

barbarity, is a social form of self-determination. The European social configuration was written as

the most evolved form of nature, and therefore as the only civilisation that institutes full self-

determination and independence from nature. Ferreira da Silva points to the centrality of Darwinian

discourses in modernity, in which Europeans have evolved to a stage beyond evolution, because

they have instituted civilisation as a form of social configuration where they are no longer affected

23 Denise Ferreira da Silva, Toward a Global Idea of Race p. 40
24 Ibid. p. 40
25 Ibid. p. 70
26 Ibid. p. 104 ff
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by natural selection but simply express or exteriorise their inner mental abilities.27 Here, the

transparent subject emerges as unmediated subjectivity, which is not the result of natural restraint

but rather exteriorises its mental qualities. While I cannot discuss Ferreira da Silva’s genealogical

account of the transparent subject, I want to draw attention to how the notion of civilisation

becomes associated with certain kinds of minds, and certain kinds of bodies. However, the bodies of

the Europeans are not seen as important for the determination of the subject, as their whiteness

merely expresses the mental qualities of transparency and the social qualities of civilisation. Hence,

whiteness indicates a body that is in some sense not important. It can become the bearer of

universality because it is not seen as a particular body, or a body that limits subjectivity. In

instituting the white subject position as transparent and thus able to institute self-determining

collectives, non-white bodies emerge as bearers of particular, affectable subjectivity. These bodies

are represented as unsublatable strangers when they are present in the spatial regions associated

with civilisation, and they are seen as incapable of inhabiting a transparent subject position.

Thus, Ferreira da Silva can argue that science constituted a complementary discourse to

philosophy – while philosophy instituted a white, transparent subject, science located affectability

elsewhere. I think it is worth noting that Ferreira da Silva does not account for the causality of these

representations. She does not argue that it is the philosophical account of transparency that gives

rise to a scientific account of affectability. She also does not state why such a discourse came into

being in the first place, or what its relation is to previous paradigms of racial knowing. Here,

Ferreira da Silva relies on a Foucauldian view of history, in which privileges breaks between

scientific epistemes. However, this problem is related to a question of power – why is it that

Europeans had the possibility of creating discourse that privileged their own bodies, minds, and

social forms, and which also became the ruling discourse not only in Europe but in the world?

Clearly, there is no natural reason why transparent subjectivity should be associated with light skin

and European facial features. As Fanon suggests, the emphasis on light with virtue is a culturally

specific one.28 Again, because Ferreira da Silva draws on a Foucauldian theory of power, she does

not tie this power of representation to power stemming from certain material relations. I will return

to this question, which ultimately is a question of the relation between spatial/racial representation

and coloniality, in my final chapter and conclusion. 

Returning to the question of affectability, it is important to note how biological sciences used

the body as a signifier of the mind, or how ”different” bodies became productive of a different kind

of mind. In nineteenth century statements on raciality, race was instituted as a system of bodily

27 Denise Ferreira da Silva, Toward a Global Idea of Race p. 109 f
28 Frantz Fanon, Black Skin, White Masks p. 166
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significations in which different categories of human traits came to be seen as expressive of

different types of minds, that is, different ways of being human. There were essentially two ways of

being human, one which belonged to Europeans (whose bodily traits expressed transparency), and

one belonging to Europe’s others (whose bodies were seen as determinant of their minds).29 These

bodily traits have been seen as irrelevant to philosophy, I would argue, because philosophy has

mainly been interested in transparency and interiority, and the body has thus fallen outside the

sphere of philosophy. This is not to suggest that philosophers have not expressed explicitly

racialised views of non-Europeans, but only to say that even if they had not, philosophy would still

be involved with a representational economy in which transparent subjectivity has been deemed the

only philosophically relevant subject. Whether or not a certain philosopher actually expressed

explicitly racist views is less relevant than their contribution to a paradigm that centred the subject

and positioned it as a rational thing, whose being is only partly mediated through the affectability of

the body. 

However, it does not follow that non-Europeans have simply been excluded from the

European universality of the transparent I. Such a theory of racial exclusion would amount to a

negative account of race, in which certain bodily traits form the basis of exclusion from a pre-

existing notion of the transparent subject. Racialised bodily markers, which exclude from

transparent subjectivity, would then appear as in need of explanation, while transparent subjectivity

in itself would appear as given. I contend, with Ferreira da Silva, that the white subject position

could only be constituted together with its opposite, and that the racialisation of non-Europeans is

not so much exclusion as a constitutive outside of whiteness. This gives the category of race a

specific content, rather than figuring as a purely negative moment, which could be included in

transparency as soon as we have gotten rid of ”race prejudice” or other troubling but ultimately

insignificant forms of exclusion. The negative account of race takes whiteness as its given, but also

an unmarked position, which has had nothing to do with the construction of the racial other, and

into which the racial other could either be included or excluded. As Ferreira da Silva notes, this

conception of race, which is the dominant one among both liberal and more radical accounts of

race, must consider it paradoxical that race is still a guiding principle in modern societies, despite

the fact that it is now commonly accepted that scientific accounts of race are ”false” and

”ideological”.30 In a theory where race is seen as a productive category, on the other hand, this

apparent paradox vanishes. It is not paradoxical that groups of people are consistently placed

outside universality if they are not merely excluded from universality but their exteriority is the

29 Denise Ferreira da Silva, Toward a Global Idea of Race p. 116 f
30 Ibid. p. xiii
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condition of possibility for the construction of transparent universality as such.

This productive account can offer a slightly different perspective on the question of the body.

Racialised body traits do not need to be understood as a form of ”raw material,” the naturally

existing foundation for the exclusion of certain people. As Ferreira da Silva insists, the body should

not be construed as an empirical referent of race, as this would reground a political category in the

sphere of the natural, a sphere that appears to be ”before” theory.31 We might understand race as a

”biological” category, but only to the extent that we understand biology as the science of life, that

is, a scientific attempt to organise the natural world, including human bodies.  

Ferreira da Silva suggests that theories of race that see racialisation as exclusion must

ultimately rely on an understanding of racialised bodily features as natural.32 Only those features

can serve as the underlying referent of exclusion, the empty but pre-existing sign that can, in Martín

Alcoffs words, be ”imbued with value.”33 In the theories of race based on exclusion, bodily

difference is construed as the explanation for racialisation, which immediately re-naturalises the

concept of  race. With a theory of race as productive, bodily difference cannot be understood as pre-

existing, pre-theoretical sphere. The very existence of the racialised body as a sign must be

theorised. 

This would imply a criticism of the phenomenological account of visibility. Martín Alcoff is

well aware of the risk of bodily difference appearing as a given, empirical thing in an account of the

visual phenomenology of race, and she concedes that phenomenology cannot provide an

explanation of the existence of racialised categories as such.34 Yet, she insists that ”[n]oticing the

way in which meanings are located on the body has at least the potential to disrupt the current

racializing processes.”35 This might be true, but what are the political stakes here? Is the goal to

unlearn racialised seeing? Elsewhere, Martín Alcoff notes that ”not seeing race” in itself does not

disrupt racism.36 I would suggest that the notion of ”colour blindness” only serves to reinforce race

as a natural category, while making it invisible as a social construct. One might argue that claims of

not seeing race are premature, and that the failure of colour blindness politics is that people are in

fact not blind to race, but only claim to be. While this is certainly true, I still think it indicates the

dangers of an antiracist politics primarily based on a theory of visuality of bodily markers. We

might, as Martín Alcoff suggest, notice how meanings are located in the body, but how do we go

beyond noticing this meaning? To notice how the visual is structured by race is hardly enough to

31 Denise Ferreira da Silva, Toward a Global Idea of Race p. 178
32 Ibid. p. xxvi
33 Linda Martín Alcoff, ”Towards a phenomenology of racial embodiment” p. 19
34 Ibid. p. 18
35 Ibid. p. 25
36 Linda Martín Alcoff, Visual Identities p. 195
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disrupt the racial, unless you are committed to a liberal understanding of politics in which it is

sufficient to become aware of a social pattern of perception in order to subvert that pattern. This

approach does not take into account how those perceptions are necessitated by social relations –

structures that remain even after we become aware that they exist. Moreover, phenomenological

accounts of race, especially those concerned with visuality, tend to take subjectivity itself as neutral.

It is only when bodily traits are perceived as racial markers that the subject is racialised. This is

clearly different from Ferreira da Silva’s theory, in which subjectivity itself appears as a deeply

political category, and the boundaries of subjectivity and racial identity/embodiment are thus

blurred. I think this indicates the real limitations of using phenomenology as the starting point for

an account of race, as well as the political in general.

Martín Alcoff’s theory of race thus overemphasises the visual. She must therefore draw a

rather sharp distinction between race and ethnicity, where notions of race depends on visual traits

while ethnicity refers to ”cultural difference.” In Ferreira da Silva’s theory, race and ethnicity are

not the same thing, but she can show how notions of ”cultural difference” are structured by the

racial. There is no sharp break between raciality and culture, because bodily traits are perceived as

both an expression of a particular type of mind, and a particular type of civilisation or culture,

which is supposedly the result of a certain type of mind.37 I would suggest that this makes it easier

to understand how for example antisemitism and islamophobia operates through a nexus of

racialisation and cultural difference. This framework thus allows us to see how race has not

disappeared as a mode of knowing the world – although race biology is no longer seen as ”real”

science, the notion of civilisation or culture reproduces ideas of race as located in affectable bodies

and minds. 

If Martín Alcoff’s account of race is quite far from Ferreira da Silva’s, Fanon’s theory or race

as reification of the body might share some affinity with the idea of racialisation as affectability.

Ferreira da Silva states that she follows ”the road Fanon sighted but would not pursue.”38 What is

this road? It is a way of understanding not only historicity/temporality, but also spatiality as an

ontoepistemological horizon for being. This means, in ways that I will continue to explore

throughout this dissertation, that whiteness is constituted by a racial mode of existence, as it has

deferred spatiality and embraced temporality. Spatiality has become a menacing outside, which

threatens to break down white, self-determined subjectivity. What this does, according to Ferreira

da Silva, is that it places black and brown people as a constant threat to whiteness, while

simultaneously positing that racialised people will necessarily be conquered or killed because of

37 Denise Ferreira da Silva, Toward a Global Idea of Race p. 106
38 Ibid. p. 19
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their affectability.39 Racial representation is thus suspended in an uncertain, wavering position,

because spatiality and affectability can never be fully eliminated from any modern writing of the

human subject. To eliminate affectability would be to eliminate death, that ultimate signifier of the

subject’s existence as an affectable being. However, affectability can be deferred by placing it as

something outside white subjectivity, something primarily affecting outer-determined others. This

institutes the racialised subject as a potential threat to the white subject, but also someone who is

always already dying, because they are susceptible to outer-determination. Racialised violence is

thus constructed as both desirable, to protect whiteness from affectability, and as inevitable, natural,

and unremarkable, as the non-European other is already on the verge of death. 

In the scene where Fanon encounters the white child, Fanon’s blackness is posited as a threat,

but the violence done to Fanon himself goes unnoticed, despite his own experience of being

disjointed in the encounter with the white gaze. This is of course a symbolic or epistemic type of

violence, but Fanon institutes a continuum between the violence done to a black body through the

white gaze and its ultimate expression in racist murder and genocide. Reification, becoming an

object, is another way to express the idea that as a racialised subject, a person is outer-determined

and vulnerable to racialised violence because the person herself or himself is constituted as a threat

to whiteness. Death, as Ferreira da Silva suggests, is the ultimate horizon of the racial.40 

However, Ferreira da Silva parts ways with Fanon’s Black Skin, White Masks both in terms of

method and in terms of political vision. In this work, Fanon’s occasional use of a phenomenological

approach seems to suggest that he holds on to an at least partly transparent, self-knowing subject.

There is thus a tendency in this part of Fanon’s that seems to imply that the subject precedes the

politicisation of the body – the subject only becomes a political thing in its confrontation with

whiteness. In Black Skin, White Masks, Fanon sometimes suggests that the solution to the problem

of race is disalienation,41 while Ferreira da Silva argues that the concept of alienation, understood as

opposed to transparency, is already caught in a humanist ontology. Notions of alienation and

disalienation thus privileges white transparency, which cannot exist without the racial body as its

constitutive outside.42 Unlike many critical theorists of race, Ferreira da Silva’s proposed solution

cannot be to strive for the abandonment of the affectable body in order to integrate it into

transparent subjectivity. Instead, she wants to institute a modern counterontology, which aims to

make visible that which has been disavowed by the dominant statements of modern philosophy.

Through the description of the racial subject as an affectable body-mind compound, she can turn

39 Denise Ferreira da Silva, Toward a Global Idea of Race p. 117
40 Ibid. p. 26
41 Frantz Fanon, Black Skin, White Masks p. xiv
42 Denise Ferreira da Silva, Toward a Global Idea of Race p. 262
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towards an ontology in which there is no solitary, pre-political subject: 

It is only from such a position that it is possible to dismantle interiority precisely because of how it

addresses an ontological horizon that does not presuppose a ’being’ that precedes the context it shares

with that which it is not, namely, ’other beings.’43 

One might ask what separates this racialised body from other forms of affectability, perhaps most

notably the gendered body. Ferreira da Silva suggests that black women appear as doubly

affectable, thus indicating that gender, too, is a form of affectability. However, I would suggest that

the affectability of women indicates a subjectivity mediated by sexuality rather than death.

Moreover, in Ferreira da Silva’s theory, the racialised body is always connected to a certain place.

Race, then, operates through global geographies of human difference. 

2. Geographies

What is the link between race and place, and between race and geography, the mapping of the

world? In this chapter I will explore different understandings of the meaning of spaces, places and

geographies for the construction of the racial. This involves investigating a number of racialised

spaces, existing on various spatial scales, such as the segregated urban zone, the nation, and

globality. I will use concepts such as ”white nations” and ”Western” to denote geographical spaces

that are represented as white or European and therefore exist symbolically as transparent and self-

determining polities and territories. I will discuss geography as a racialised form of knowing and

being, as well as the link between geography and violence. In the first part of this chapter, I will

outline an interpretation of Ferreira da Silva’s concept ”globality,” and then link it to her theory of

the nation as a racialised polity.

Why choose geography as a framework for understanding race? Ronald Creagh writes, in a

different context, that while time and history are the spheres of the human, space and geography

forces a meeting with nonhuman difference.44 In the field of geography, the scientist is confronted

with what lies outside the sphere of humanity, the environment, the natural, the animal. In this

dissertation, I propose a reading of the racialised subject as balancing precariously between the

human and nonhuman, or as Ferreira da Silva would suggest, a different mode of being human.45 I

43 Denise Ferreira da Silva, Toward a Global Idea of Race p. 25
44 Ronald Creagh, cited in Kristin Ross, Communal Luxury p. 135 f
45 Denise Ferreira da Silva, Toward a Global Idea of Race p. 118
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will return to this discussion of exclusion and inclusion in humanity and universality in the next

chapter. For now, I want to point to the potential of geographic knowledge to signify heterogeneity

and difference, that which is not fully included in the Enlightenment European story of temporality.

The delineation of space, of global regions, can therefore tell us something about raciality as a mode

of human difference. 

In order to do this, we have to explore new models for understanding what space and

geography is. The spatial, in this mode of understanding, is not empty or homogenous, as it is often

understood in both everyday and theoretical accounts. Critical geographers Doreen Massey and

Katherine McKittrick both suggest that we need to move away from conceptions of space as stasis,

that is, the opposite of dynamics, processes, and history. Massey writes that in such statements,

space tends to appear as lack.46 In this chapter, I want to look at dynamic models of understanding

geography. The spatial is not empty or flat, but rather uneven – shaped by strategies of power that

differentiate the geographical terrain. I will discuss various levels of the geographical, such as

Ferreira da Silva’s concept of globality, as well as localised spatial segregation, and the creation of

white spaces. 

Martín Alcoff suggests that the project of modern racism is linked with a project of

mapmaking, of making the world knowable through geographical classification.47 As part of the

project to know the world, there has been a European desire for sharp borders, to create a strict

order that could more easily be controlled. This has been translated onto the actual world in the

form of arbitrary borders between formerly colonised states. But borders are perhaps most visible

and concrete on the borders between white nations and nonwhite nations. On the borders between

Israel and Palestine, or Mexico and the U.S., geographical violence is particularly evident, not to

mention the increasingly murderous borders of fortress Europe. But borders do not necessarily take

the form of frontiers between nation states. In a deeply racialised world, informal geographic

borders structure the ways in which people live and die. These racially delineated zones exists in

formerly colonised countries as well as in white nations, even the ones describing themselves

progressive or multicultural. I want to show how these various kinds of borders work through a

complex interplay of geographical strategies of power, operating on different spatial scales. With

Ferreira da Silva, we can think about how the racial operates through a global hierarchy of space, in

which the world as such is constituted as a racially differentiated landscape.

46 Doreen Massey, Space, Place, and Gender p. 4, 119, 257 Katherine McKittrick, Demonic Grounds p. xi
47 Linda Martín Alcoff, Visible Identities p. 179
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Globality

I have already outlined how race operates through a conflation of bodily traits, geographical

regions, and notions of distinct and disparate ”civilisations” or ”cultures”. According to Ferreira da

Silva, this conflation works through the ontoepistemological context of globality, which can be

described as a process of human differentiation along spatial variables. Introducing globality as a

signifying (and thus productive) context does not replace historicity as a mode of signification, but

indicates how historicity is not the only site of meaning.48 Globality should here be understood as a

scientific-political field of meaning that utilises spatial modality to associate regions with certain

qualities, thus mapping scientifically determined difference and implicit or explicit hierarchy. It is

thus a field of meaning that orders political subjects according to spatial belonging rather than

historical context. The difference assigned to non-white political subjects is always implicitly a

value judgment. Scientific meaning, a primary site of symbolic signification in modernity, has

depended on globality in the same way it has depended on the idea of the affectability of certain

human subjects. Because modernity has relied heavily on science to institute a field of meaning,

globality both complements and unsettles historicity as the dominant form of modern signification.

Globality refers to a moment of modern signification that operates through spatiality to institute

difference, a ”necessarily uneven political surface.”49 This unevenness indicates that the world is not

homogenous space, but shaped by strategies of power that institute differentiation. 

In everyday discourse, ”globalisation” is often taken to mean a homogenisation through the

dissemination of ”Western” (modern) ideals and culture to non-white (pre-modern) parts of the

world. A fully realised globalisation/modernity would thus be the complete homogenisation of

global space. However, Ferreira da Silva does not maintain this distinction between ”modern”

homogeneity and ”pre-modern” heterogeneity. Instead, the modern field of signification operates

through the institution of a specific form of heterogeneity. The perceived difference of ”other”

regions does not exists outside or before modernity. This account thus undermines Eurocentric

notions of modernity, in which modernity was invented in Europe and is currently in the process of

being disseminated to other parts of the world. Instead, the ”difference” of non-European parts of

the world is a condition of possibility for the existence of such a thing as modernity. 

Ferreira da Silva therefore stresses that there is no temporal lag between the ”West” and non-

European parts of the world.50 Colonial signification, she argues, does not work primarily by

placing the non-European other in a different temporal period. Instead, non-European polities exist

48 Denise Ferreira da Silva, Toward a Global Idea of Race p. 39
49 Ibid. p. 117
50 Ibid. p. 166
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as ”contemporaneous, coexisting, and contending” ways of being.51 However, I want to emphasise

that there are two different levels of representation at work here – firstly, a liberal, Eurocentric

representation of the world as having a modern core and pre-modern periphery, and secondly, an

underlying representation of the world that consists of a spatial or global representation of

difference. These two sets of representations cannot be neatly separated due to the ways in which

temporality and spatiality are not discrete modes of signification but continually bleed into one

another. But there are some political stakes in separating them analytically. The obvious solution to

the problem of the global in the first representation is to bring ”the rest of the world” into modernity

through the expansion of the ”Western” modern, liberal project. This solution can also be

articulated in a more critical way, as a project of expanding the history of modernity to include

other histories that have previously been excluded, and thus to place subaltern subjects in the sphere

of historicity. 

What Ferreira da Silva wants to show is that ”the rest of the world” is always already in

modernity, but placed in the ontoepistemological context of globality, thus signifying geographical

and mental difference – a difference that cannot be neatly sublated under historicity because of how

historicity is understood in opposition to spatiality. The consequence is that ”other” parts of the

world cannot be simply included in a ”truly universal” account of history which would replace

difference and distance with proximity. Instead, non-Western parts of the world will continue to

signify distance, a spatial mode of being rather than a historical one. There is thus something

recalcitrant in racial representation, something that resists the stated liberal project of

homogenisation through globalisation, as the globality inherent in the modern project persistently

places other parts of the world in intellectual and moral inferiority. Globalisation, as it is commonly

understood, would imply an attempt to homogenise the world by placing its various parts in the

same temporal process. It is thus more properly understood as a process of historicisation. But as

modernity is not solely constituted on historicity, globality is the ontoepistemological context that

resists globalisation. Modern thought, I would suggest with Ferreira da Silva, is deeply premised on

the desire to see the world as an entirely temporal process, thus making that which falls outside

historicity invisible or unimportant. The ontoepistemological process of globality ensures that many

regions of the world will be seen to have no history, to exist at a distance from history. The

emphasis on temporality is also present in many postcolonial thinkers, for example when Fanon

remarks: ”The structure of the present work is grounded in temporality. Every human problem cries

out to be considered on the basis of time, the ideal being that the present always serves to build the

51 Denise Ferreira da Silva, Toward a Global Idea of Race p. 118
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future.”52 We should note the idea of humanity at work here – every human problem is a temporal

problem. There is thus a link between the concept of spatiality and my third chapter, which will

discuss notions of humanity in relation to race. Here, I want to stress that it is precisely because race

persistently signifies spatiality rather than temporality that racialised subjects exists in the

borderlands of humanity, never fully excluded, yet as racialised always recalcitrant to inclusion in

modern notions of humanity. 

To make Ferreira da Silva’s notion of globality clearer, I think we can draw a parallel to

Sylvia Wynter’s description of the reconfiguration of global space in the colonisation of the

Americas. According to Wynter, the spatial configuration of the world was fundamentally

transformed by Columbus’ ”discovery” of the Americas, as the feudal Christian doctrine had

stipulated that only the Eastern Hemisphere (Europe and Asia) was above water. Similarly, only

temperate (European) zones were perceived as habitable for human beings, while other zones were

considered uninhabitable. When this geographical mapping of the world was redrawn in the process

of colonisation, the uninhabitable geographical zones became seen as habitable to ”lower” forms of

humans. While there was a reconfiguration of the representation of global space, some of the earlier

geographical meanings remained and contributed to the mapping of the racial.53 

I think this is similar to what Ferreira da Silva wants to suggest when she writes that 1492, the

beginning of the invasion of the Americas by the Europeans, was primarily a spatial and global

event.54 That is, it contributed to a remapping of global space that would provide a condition of

possibility for a scientific mapping of the racial. The racial and the global, then, are mutually

constitutive, as the global institutes the ontoepistemological conditions for raciality, while raciality

serves to maintain (and is maintained by) spatial boundaries and control. The global space is thus

ingrained with racial meanings, which continually determines global political events and conditions

of being. 

We can begin to see why spatial proximity of bodies is not enough to undo racial

signification. The racial always signifies globality, the spatial mapping of the world into

different/hierarchical regions, a mode of signification that cannot simply be included in historicity

or transparency. Due to the conflation of global region, bodily traits, and mental characteristics, the

racialised person’s body will continue to signify difference even as this person lives or moves in a

white space. The racialised body signifies both ”being from elsewhere” and having a different type

of mind. Racialised people can therefore live in spatial and/or affective proximity to white people,

52 Frantz Fanon, Black Skin, White Masks, p. xvi. However, Fanon is a multifaceted thinker, whose thought cannot be 
reduced to this emphasis on temporality. I will return to Fanon later in this chapter.

53 Sylvia Wynter, ”1492” p. 9, 18, 39
54 Denise Ferreira da Silva, Toward a Global Idea of Race p. 2
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but their racialisation will persist in signifying affectability and spatial distance.

Spatial strategies of raciality

In this section, I will look at the complex interplay between localised strategies of raciality and the

overarching project of globality. These local strategies will primarily be exemplified by Fanon’s

account of racial segregation, Ferreira da Silva’s account of racial proximity, and a brief exploration

of Scandinavia as a white spatial configuration. 

Fanon emphasised the aspect of racism that consists in the fragmentation of geographical

space. In The Wretched of the Earth, he writes that the colonial space is a divided space, where the

line between the zones ”is represented by the barracks and the police stations.” This spatial relation

is primarily one of separation, a boundary between different spheres. There cannot be any

reconciliation between these zones, as they are completely opposed to each other.55 Here, we can

note that Fanon stresses the exclusionary function of these spatial divisions. This exclusion is

upheld by violence – the police force and the military protect both the external and the internal

racialised borders of the nation. These zones are thus constituted by extreme violence, whose

purpose is to separate racial groups. They create a strict spatial order, where access to space is one

of the most important tools of racial power. The state controls who gets to move in a space, and the

state reserves its right to utilise technologies of power to restrict the movement of racialised bodies.

In this very strict form of racial control of space, it is obvious that the spatial and material is not

immediate or non-political, but instituted by technologies of violence and surveillance. This violent

knowledge of bodily movement institutes a racial terrain. 

But this form of control is not only a negative one. It does not only manifest itself as

separation, exclusion, and violence. Instead it institutes conditions of being for the inhabitants of

these zones – racial zoning creates and maintains racialised lives. As Fanon suggests, it does not

matter how the inhabitant of a racialised zone lives or dies.56 This zone is thus marked by neglect

and indifference that appears purely negative, as a form of non-care for the lives of the inhabitants.

But what Fanon suggests is more radical, namely that this lack of care is deliberate, that it is

manufactured indifference. With Ferreira da Silva, we might suggest that indifference for the lives

of racialised people is possible because they are seen as always already dying, that is, as affectable

subjects. The affectability of the racialised political subject makes it possible to institute the

racialised zone as a zone of death, stemming both from wilful neglect and targeted state violence.

This violence is gratuitous because it does not matter how it happens. It needs no justification, as it

55 Frantz Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth p. 3 f
56 Ibid. p. 4
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is completely naturalised. 

Ferreira da Silva describes the Brazilian favela, a distinctly racially segregated space, as the

same sort of place as Iraq under military intervention.57 However, this is not war in the normal sense

of the term. As Achille Mbembe argues, ”war” is traditionally waged between nations, that is,

between polities that are in some sense equals. This fundamentally applies only to white nations, as

they are the polities that are seen as capable of self-determination. In the non-white area, there is

precisely no distinction between war and peace.58 This kind of space cannot exist as a space

signifying self-determination, because, as Ferreira da Silva suggests, black and brown bodies and

territories consistently signify violence and affectability, the opposite of self-determination.59 In

other words, what is distinct about these places are their unchanging association with violence,

which in turn institutes gratuitous state violence as the appropriate response to their existence – the

state appears as using legitimate force to protect and reappropriate its own territory. 

Ferreira da Silva describes how state violence in the favela operates as state reappropriation of

territory, and reappropriation of the state’s exclusive right to kill.60 I would add that this

reappropriation is never completed, as state violence constantly works to exclude the very same

area it continuously tries to recuperate. Racial segregation is a never ending process of being

excluded from the territory of the state and being recuperated back into that territory, or in other

words, a process of becoming-foreign and being reconquered by the state, which now functions as

an occupying force. The racialised zone is thus precariously situated as simultaneously a zone of

exclusion from the rule of law and of total violence in the hands of the police and the army. In that

way, the racialised zone can simultaneously appear as a foreign nation within the nation, in which

normal legal process does not apply, and as a space to which the state has an absolute right and in

which the legitimacy of state violence is already given. 

We can thus see the relevance of Wynter’s account of how uninhabitable regions became

racialised regions. The point here is that the notion of uninhabitability continues to map the

racialised space, in which those spaces become seen as unliveable and its inhabitants’ lives are

expendable. Drawing on Wynter’s essay ”1492,” Bench Ansfield points to the simultaneous

containment and erasure of these zones.61 Racialised regions are simultaneously highly

differentiated, and thus hypervisible as spheres of violence and pathology, and invisible on the map

of the social body of the nation. Indeed, it might be argued that this invisibility is a racial strategy of

the state to ensure that the nation as a whole appears uncontaminated by the pathology associated

57 Denise Ferreira da Silva, ”No-bodies” p. 213
58 Achille Mbembe, ”Necropolitics” p. 24 f
59 Denise Ferreira da Silva, ”No-bodies” p. 213
60 Ibid. p. 230
61 Bench Ansfield, ”Still submerged” p. 136
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with racialised people. This does not only work through the institution of racialised neighbourhoods

in cities, but also through more extreme forms of spatial control, such as the prison. In the prison,

spatial control of bodies is nearly total, and violence can appear as legitimate as prisoners are

already placed outside the normal space of legality. The prison can thus be understood as the most

extreme form of racial control, as it emphasises the link between pathology, legality, violence, and

race. Through containment, this sphere is instituted as a substantial spatial entity, but one which can

be symbolically erased through wilful neglect. The prison is the zone of fully realised racial erasure.

However, the account of racialised space as segregation falls within what Ferreira da Silva

would criticise as sociological enumerations of racial exclusion.62 Ferreira da Silva tends to

exaggerate the negativity of such accounts – I contend that Fanon’s description of racial segregation

has substantial content, rather than being purely negative. Thus it tells us something about the

spatial production of race. However, it should be noted that this form of spatial containment is only

one form of racial control. I therefore disagree with those who seek to make it the spatial essence of

race, and those who argue that segregation must be a totalising condition in order to work.63 I agree

with Ferreira da Silva that these accounts of racialised segregation, as a totalising condition of

exclusion, cannot in themselves provide an understanding of the existence of race. At best, it can

point to a process through which racial domination is maintained and reconstituted. But even in this

capacity, they face limitations as not all racial domination is premised on actual spatial exclusion.

To overstate the process of segregation as a means of racialised control would be to indicate that

physical proximity between racialised groups would alleviate or eliminate the existence of raciality

as a mode of domination. Emancipation from racism would thus be reduced to the elimination of

boundaries and inclusion into white spaces, the undoing of strict geographical borders.

Instead, I want to look at how processes of racialisation in the ”West” does utilise modes of

segregation, but never relies completely on them. Race as a mode of domination, I would argue, is

capable of persisting in spatial proximity, and even in affective proximity. Close, spatially

proximate or interpersonal relations between members of different racial categories do not undo

racial domination. Explaining how exclusion operates, therefore, does not fully capture the power of

the racial. Ferreira da Silva stresses the ability of race to signify distance, even in cases of physical

proximity. When the racialised subject is close in space or in terms of affective relationships,

raciality as such persists in denoting ”being from elsewhere” or ”being a stranger” to the white

subject.64 Martín Alcoff also mentions this racial appearance of distance, but I have suggested

earlier, her dependence on a phenomenological theory of racial perception means she cannot fully

62 Denise Ferreira da Silva, Toward a Global Idea of Race p. xxiv
63 See for example David Theo Goldberg, ”Surplus value” p. 252
64 Denise Ferreira da Silva, Toward a Global Idea of Race p. 153
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account for how perception of distance, in spite of actual proximity, came into being.65 I want to

suggest that Ferreira da Silva’s theory of globality gives us a more complete account of the capacity

of race to signify distance even in conditions of institutional, physical, or affective proximity. 

Globality ensures that some geographical regions emerge as ”different,” or more specifically

as affectable rather than self-determined. In modern representation, Ferreira da Silva suggests, the

nation operates like a subject, in the sense that it can be seen either as transparent or outer-

determined. This idea of the nation as subject is of course central to many modern understandings

of the political, through the notion of sovereignty. Ferreira da Silva suggests, like Mbembe in his

essay ”Necropolitics,” that only white nations are seen to occupy proper sovereignty. This means

that some nations will appear as transparent political subject whereas others will appear as

affectable. This is primarily a matter of how the national territory and its inhabitants are

represented. Ferreira da Silva writes that the national territory is seen as an effect of collective self-

determination.66 The nation thus become associated with the qualities of the minds of its inhabitants.

Even though the nation is not the same as the racial, racial characteristics are mapped onto the

geographical sphere of the nation. The nation form symbolically unifies mental characteristics

within its territory, as well as distinguishing them from the characteristics of other nations.67

Nations thus exists on a representational spectrum from self-determination to outer-determination.

Ferreira da Silva shows how national self-determination is tied to notions of modernity, liberalism,

and the whiteness of the national population.

Here, I want to highlight Ferreira da Silva’s point that there is a multitude of strategies in

which a nation can come to appear as dominated by a white, liberal, and enlightened form of

subjectivity – strategies that often involve both symbolic and physical violence, to erase raciality

from the map of the nation. These strategies do not necessarily take the form of exclusion, or the

creation of specific zones inhabited by racialised people. As I argued above, spatiality does not need

to work through actual physical exclusion or containment to be effective as a form of political

signification. Instead, it can refer to human difference by signifying ”being from elsewhere” than

the sphere of European transparency. Ferreira da Silva introduces the example of Brazil as a

political space where miscegenation, the idea of ”race mixing,” became a national ideal. This ideal,

Ferreira da Silva suggest, does not mean that the white inhabitants of Brazil were more tolerant or

less racist than other whites, but that miscegenation here became a way to obliterate the racial other.

Instead of spatially containing all black people in designated zones (although this strategy is often

used as well), miscegenation was presented as a way of ”whitening” the population, and hence it

65 Linda Martín Alcoff ”Towards a phenomenology of racial embodiment” p. 22
66 Denise Ferreira da Silva, ”No-bodies” p. 219
67 Denise Ferreira da Silva, ”Towards a critique of the socio-logos of justice” p. 432
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signals an attempt of placing Brazil in transparency, as a predominantly white nation.68 This

indicates the fact that proximity or mixing of white and non-white subjects does not necessarily

indicate that racism has been overcome. The lack of segregation does not indicate a ”post-racial”

society, as the scientific mapping of global space and mental differences persists even in proximity.

This work of signification and resignification, then, deploys a number of different strategies,

which rely on various forms of symbolic and physical violence. Ferreira da Silva suggests that all of

these strategies of racial control ultimately strives towards obliteration of the affectable subjects,

either through a longterm racial politics of ”whitening” the population, or through genocidal

eradication of racialised subjects.69 Strategies of racial power might, but do not always, take the

form of ”cleansing” and containment. This implies a critique of liberal politics of race, in which

”inclusion” becomes the foremost form of antiracism. However, inclusion can coexist with  a mode

of racialisation that continues to produce expendable, affectable bodies. I want to suggest that

segregation and containment is not always the most effective strategy for producing racial subjects

who can be exploited. If the spatial/racial politics of many indigenous groups has consisted of literal

erasure and genocide, other spatial strategies have been used to ensure that nonwhite populations

could be exploited by white populations. 

This means that geographical locations that appear desegregated might be instituted according

to different sets of spatial operations, and thus still contribute to a world order in which some

regions and their inhabitants appear as affectable and expendable. In the remainder of this chapter, I

want to briefly mention Scandinavia as a region in which racial politics have operated in a way that

has made the region appear as innocent in the production of racial categories and subjects. Here, I

draw partly on Katherine McKittrick’s description of Canada as a space in which blackness is made

invisible, existing elsewhere, while the nation is represented as benevolent and progressive. This

necessitated the erasure and disparagement of existing black geographies.70 Likewise in

Scandinavia, racialised zones, while not explicitly segregated, are often treated as if they were not

there. And if they are seen, they appear as essentially foreign, ”a different country,” and as if they

have no history. In order to represent itself as a progressive region, Scandinavia has mapped itself

as the whitest, most transparent region in the world. Scandinavian states can, when suitable,

mobilise immigration as a threat against this transparency. Immigration thus appears as an

”invasion” of the white nation, as if no racialised subjects had previously inhabited its territory.

This constructs raciality as belonging elsewhere, and hides Scandinavian involvement in the global

processes of race and colonialism. Representing the territory as inherently ”pure” of race,

68 Denise Ferreira da Silva, Toward a Global Idea of Race p. 224 ff 
69 Ibid. p. 225 ff
70 Katherine McKittrick, Demonic Grounds p. 98 
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Scandinavia is a deeply whitened space while simultaneously appearing as outside the sphere in

which race is a political problem. With the production of race as ”not-white,” white nations (notably

Canada and Scandinavia) can appear as less racist than polities where racial antagonisms are visible

and explicitly stated. The whiteness of these spaces emerges as a natural state rather than as a

political antagonism. Thus, white nations can come to appear as universal and progressive,

untainted by the particularity of racial conflict. 

However, neither Scandinavia nor Canada were innocent in colonialism, and neither are they

innocent in the production of race. My point here is that even if Scandinavia was not racially

segregated, and even if it had never been involved in colonialism or scientific racism, it would still

be a racial space in that it appears as a white region. Race is something that need not be invoked to

be active as a political force. In ostensibly desegregated societies, racial significations and

knowledges follow racialised people around as they move through different social spaces. They

appear as out of place, because raciality/globality has already designated their ”proper” place in the

world, and designated the space they move through as white. Knowledge of race becomes the

geographical knowledge of difference. What Ferreira da Silva calls globality is the

ontoepistemological context of unsublatable difference, which maps our conception of the world

and the people that are seen as descending from those regions. Various technologies of surveillance

and invisibility are used to distinguish between people, and determine the ”legitimate” targets of

racialised violence. These racialised forms of violence have come to appear as natural, as they

concern the spatial and geographical sphere of race rather than the temporal and historical processes

of ”developed” societies and people. 

3. Exteriorities 

In this chapter, I will focus on metaphorical uses of spatiality in the context of race. The literature

on race is rich in discussions of humanity and universality, but also notions of exclusion and

externality, of being outside these spheres. The human and the universal are conceptualised as

spatial fields, into which one can enter or remain excluded from. While I am here expanding the

notion of the spatial to include symbolic uses of the term, there is an overlap between symbolic

spatiality and the material terrain of the world – neither can adequately be conceptualised without

the other. As I have shown in the previous chapter, to be excluded from humanity means being

relegated to specific geographical places, in which the body is susceptible to gratuitous violence. I

will therefore ask, what bodies are possible to exclude, which zones can remain outside the sphere
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of the universal and the human? How must the notion of the human be constituted for it to have an

outside? 

My aim is not to give an answer to the question of what the human is, or to settle the long

debate on humanism and antihumanism. My own theoretical affinities in this debate will probably

become clear, but here I am more interested in asking what various understandings of the human do

politically, that is, in what sense conceptual understandings of humanity and universality are active

as a political structure. How can we read the notion of the human as not only an abstract, conceptual

construction, but rather an ontoepistemological structure that shapes political antagonisms? What

political consequences do various understanding of humanity, and exclusions from humanity, have?

In this chapter, I have chosen to read Ferreira da Silva together with Sylvia Wynter and Frank

B. Wilderson III, who is a central figure within the American Afropessimism tradition. In

Wilderson’s theory, exclusion from humanity is the very nexus of racial subjection, and a state of

absolute non-relationality. Specifically, Wilderson writes about antiblackness, the kind of racism

aimed at people of African descent, as a political structure that operates through total exclusion

from the symbolic field of humanity. I have chosen to write about Wilderson because his theory is

centred around the idea of race as a total form of exclusion. The exclusion from the notion of the

human thus plays a explanatory role in Wilderson’ theory. Black people are oppressed because they

are excluded from a range of overlapping symbolic fields – humanity, whiteness, mastery,

subjectivity, life. The very being of black people are thus determined as a negation – blackness as

banishment, void, death, and incapacity. Wilderson captures these exclusions with the concept of

”social death,” a term he takes from sociologist Orlando Patterson. I have chosen to write about

Wilderson rather than Patterson because of Wilderson’s radicalisation of Patterson’s theory. The

importance of radicality in theories of race will hopefully become clear in my conclusion.

However, notions of exclusion exist not only in radical theories, but are also common in

everyday, liberal understandings of racism. Here, I make a distinction between race as exclusion

and racism as exclusion– it is one thing to argue that race as such is a form of exclusion from

humanity, and another to suggest that racism causes exclusion. In the latter statement, race itself is

taken to exist naturally, and it thus functions as an explanation of racial exclusions. Racism,

according to this line of thinking, would be the perception of natural racial difference and the

subsequent exclusion based on that difference. In my first chapter, I argued against this reading of

racism, on the basis that racial difference cannot be conceptualised as prejudice or exclusion

through the (visual) perception of naturally existing racial traits. Contrary to this liberal and

individualistic conception of racism, Wilderson explains the very being of race in terms of a social

ontology of exclusion. The difference is that race is not something that is perceived as natural or
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primary to racism. Rather, racism (as political exclusion) institutes racial being. As I will show, this

leads to different conceptualisations of racial emancipation – in Wilderson’s theory, like in Ferreira

da Silva’s writings, the political solution to racialised oppression cannot be inclusion in the current

order. In liberal understandings of race, racism is often seen as a remainder of the ideology of a

bygone era, which will gradually disappear as the liberal Enlightenment project is fully realised.

Both Wilderson and Ferreira da Silva insist that race is integral to modernity and Enlightenment as

such, and a politics against race thus cannot consist in trying to include previously excluded people

under the auspices of humanity. 

The human domain

In this section, I will trace two different theories of how race works to exclude from the domain of

humanity – those of Wynter and Wilderson. I will briefly outline Wynter’s notion of scientific

raciality as a ”chain of life,” before examining Wilderson’s use of ”social death” as a concept to

describe racial exclusion. I will close this section with a discussion of how social death is related to

spatiality and political antagonisms. 

While many critical race theorists agree that race is involved in the production of notions of

humanity and universality, there are several different statements of how racial exclusions operate

with regards to humanity. Wynter argues that the current biocentric episteme institutes a chain of

life, in which living beings are organised according to their level of evolutionary sophistication. The

human species is placed on top of this differential hierarchy. However, the racial operates within the

human species to create an internal differentiation, in which ”Man,” the white bourgeois human,

represents the peak of all being. This representation of the human, as Man, comes to occupy a

hegemonic position that excludes other modes of being human, thus instituting a

”monohumanism.”71 However, this representation, of a specific mode of being human as humanity

as such, relies on the fact that the lower links of the chain exist to create a sense of differentiation

along the same variable. Thus, the beings seen as occupying the lower and less sophisticated

positions in this chain of life can still be seen as having the same traits as Man, but to a lesser

degree. Rationality, which Wynter sees as the primary marker of Man, is thus ordered according to

a differential scale, in which non-white peoples are seen to possess rationality in lesser degrees. All

living beings are in a sense comparable, because they are measured according to a variable and then

placed on a scale of degrees of that variable.72 

There is no complete break in this chain of life between the human and the non-human, as the

71  Sylvia Wynter, ”Unparalleled catastrophe for our species?” p. 21, 31
72 Ibid. p. 46
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”lower races” of the human are represented as occupying a position closer to animality. Indeed,

according to Wynter’s theory of racial representation, the biocentric episteme places black people

as the ”missing link” between the human and the ape, thus tying together humanity with the rest of

the natural world. In the metaphor of the chain of life, there are no total exclusions from humanity,

as black people are conceived as half human, half ape – subhuman but not nonhuman.73 

I sketch Wynter’s account of racialised notions of humanity because it is one which

emphasises natural science as the representational locus of race. Wynter insists on the biocentricity

of the current world order. This leads to a conceptualisation in which the mode of exclusion

operates through notions of animality. The animal takes the place of the other of man, and the racial

is seen as a gliding scale pointing towards this animality. But to be animal is still to be included in

the sphere of life. 

As I have shown, Ferreira da Silva suggests that the horizon of the racial is death. In

Wilderson’s writings, this association of humanity and whiteness with life, and raciality with death,

is even more apparent. To be excluded from humanity does not mean becoming animal, but what in

the Afropessimist tradition is called social death. The concept of social death stems from Orlando

Patterson’s account of slavery. Thus, it is the material condition of slavery, rather than the racial

representation of biological sciences, that institutes the modern conception of race. Social death, in

Patterson’s and Wilderson’s theories, has three conditions – natal alienation, vulnerability to

gratuitous violence, and being generally dishonoured. Natal alienation connotes a state of being

severed from all forms of relations and rights by birth. Total vulnerability to violence means that the

slave does not have to transgress the social order for her or him to get punished – violence is

gratuitous, not dependent on any action of the victim. Being generally dishonoured implies being

stigmatised in one’s very being. These three conditions constitute the order of slavery, and

according to Wilderson, they are all more important to the condition of slavery than the exploitation

of slave labour.74 Thus, while social death is a continuation of the material process of the

institutionalisation of slavery, Wilderson breaks with the Marxist conception of the primacy of

labour for the constitution of the social subject. In Marxist theory, the condition of slavery would be

explained in terms of the need to create exploitable labour power, and race is thus seen as

something which can be explained in terms of labour. However, for Wilderson, social death is not

instituted by the exploitation of slave labour. Exploitation is therefore not a necessary component of

the condition of social death.

Indeed, Wilderson is not very interested in the actual history of slavery, but rather with the

73 Sylvia Wynter, ”Unsettling the coloniality of being/power/truth/freedom” p. 304 ff
74 Frank B. Wilderson III, Red, White, and Black p. 14
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black slave and the white master as paradigms of the racial power relation. This power is

constituted by exclusion because blackness is constituted as negation – whatever the master has, the

slave is excluded from. The condition of slavery, which persists in the contemporary world despite

formal emancipation, consists of a totally negative state of being outside protection from violence,

rights, and cut off from any cultural heritage prior to slavery. Unlike Wynter, then, Wilderson sees

no comparability between the white Human and the black slave, as they are not measured according

to the same variable but instead exist in opposition. In Wilderson’s account, black people are not in

the World at all, they are antihumans banished from any ontological relation and even ontology

itself.75 The ontology of the World of the human is instituted against blackness, where the figure of

black slave functions as a form of generalised negativity against which white capacity and positivity

can be constituted. For white people to symbolise life, freedom, and action, black people must

operate as the very negation of those things, thus figuring as death and general incapacity.76 Black

slavery is foundational to modern humanism, as slavery is the negation of freedom, and ”’freedom’

is the hub of Humanism’s infinite conceptual trajectories.”77 

Wilderson, Wynter, and Ferreira da Silva thus agree that the concept of humanity could only

be instituted as a symbolic field because of the production of human difference, a difference which

in various ways is related to spatial relations. In the case of Ferreira da Silva, this operates through

the literal mapping of global space, through the constitution of a European form of consciousness

associated with European space. As I have shown in my first chapter, Ferreira da Silva argues that

transparency depends on affectability, as the exteriority of the human body and subjectivity cannot

be completely eliminated, but only enclosed.78 However, Wilderson seems less reliant on such

mappings of the global space. Perhaps this is because his primary concern is not the scientific

signification which located specific groups of people in certain geographical areas, but rather the

displacement of groups. The displacement of black people, according to Wilderson, created

blackness as a race, and separated blackness from its spatial origins in Africa. In order to become

blacks, slaves had to stop being Africans.79 The field of humanity, in Wilderson’s account, relies on

one group’s total negativity in being severed and displaced from its spatial origins.

However, Wilderson does rely on spatial metaphors to describe the exclusion of black people

from humanity. Here, he draws on a reading of Fanon’s The Wretched of the Earth, and specifically

the passage I mentioned in my previous chapter, which describes racialised, oppositional zones. The

notion of opposing zones becomes important for Wilderson because he argues that black people

75 Frank B. Wilderson III, Red, White, and Black p. 11, 18
76 Ibid. p. 45
77 Ibid. p. 22
78 Denise Ferreira da Silva, Toward a Global Idea of Race p. 87
79 Frank B. Wilderson III, Red, White, and Black p. 38
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exist in total exclusion, and therefore the total antagonistic (non)relation between white masters and

black slaves. As we have seen, no reconciliation is possible between the different zones.80 Rather,

one zone must be annihilated. Wilderson argues that this gives rise to different and antagonistic

species of the human. Here, we can note the conflation between geographic and symbolic space, in

which separation in space becomes almost synonymous with a symbolic differentiation or ordering

of the beings who inhabit those spaces. I would argue that this conceptual conflation causes some

problems for Wilderson, as he implies that political antagonisms between different groups are

necessarily linked to the fact of their inhabiting different zones. In an attempt to show that

antiblackness is the foundational structure of the modern symbolic field as a whole, he argues that

other political conflicts, such as the one between men and women, are not as primary as the

antagonism between human masters and black slaves. ”I contend, to say that the two antagonists

[men and women] are of the same species – they have been zoned not apart but together. So, they

are not really antagonists.”81 Here, being zoned apart, a spatial marker, becomes the necessary

condition of inhabiting a antagonistic relationship. 

I find this unconvincing because not all political antagonisms work in the same way as that of

race – that is, they do not all operate through spatial meanings. While race works through a linkage

of bodies and minds with geographical space, gender relies more heavily on a reduction of women

to sexualised bodies/objects. Women have often been relegated to the private sphere, but this is not

a definite condition for the political antagonism between men and women. Trying to argue that a

political relation is not an antagonism, because it does not necessarily involve zoning, is to overstate

the importance of spatial separation for the constitution of the political as such. As I have shown,

such overemphasis on separation might run into problems even when discussing racial antagonisms,

as separation in space is not necessarily a condition for the signification of difference. 

This problem also indicates a broader issue, which is that Wilderson’s account absolutises the

exclusion of black people – an ”ontological” exclusion that is detached from actual historical

processes yet in some sense seems to depend on those processes. But what is political ontology?

Here, I think it can most usefully be described as the naturalisation of certain relations of power,

through various institutions and processes. However, Wilderson suggests that groups can be

banished from those ”ontological” relations altogether (while simultaneously arguing that blackness

is determined by gratuitous violence, thus ignoring the fact that this violence is a form of relation),

and that ontology, once it is instituted, operates on a level that is detached from material and

historical processes. This political ontology thus becomes next to impossible to change, because

80 Frantz Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth p. 30
81 Frank B. Wilderson III, Red, White, and Black p. 88
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once instituted by a historical process, it becomes almost dehistorical. While I agree that it is

difficult to overstate the importance of race for the constitution of the modern world, I think this

absolutising of antiblackness might serve to renaturalise it as an totalised and unchanging condition,

thus ignoring the multitude of strategies through which racial power operates. 

Indeed, Wilderson explicitly states that he is not interested in how raciality came to be, but

rather wants to describe it as an ontological paradigm of power.82 For Ferreira da Silva on the other

hand, the ”how” of race cannot be neatly separated out from the ”what” of race.83 Thus, we must

look at the processes of knowing that instituted the racial – rather than an absolute ontology of race

as exclusion, Ferreira da Silva proposes an ontoepistemology of racial difference. As I have shown,

she criticises the use of exclusion as a model for understanding race. Much of that criticism does not

apply to Wilderson’s theory – for example, he does not presuppose a prepolitical subject beyond the

mechanism of exclusion. Rather, he suggests that blackness is a form of desubjectivation.84 He also

does not naturalise racial bodily traits as the explanation for exclusion, as he uses Hortense Spillers’

concept of flesh to describe racial embodiment. Flesh, in Spillers’ terminology, is a politically

produced being, not a natural minimal level of life.85 

However, I find Wilderson’s account limiting because it tends towards doing one thing that

Ferreira da Silva puts under the label ”the logics of exclusion,” namely to create an almost entirely

negative statement of the being of (certain) racialised people. In his insistence on black people as

the only group which is completely excluded from humanity, he lumps Asian and Arab people

together with white people in the category of masters, providing very little justification for doing

so.86 Thus, one racialised group is placed in total negativity, while other non-white groups are fully

included in the sphere of the human. He does place Native Americans in a liminal position, half-

way between the human and the antihuman, life and death. This move strikes me as rather U.S.-

centric, and Wilderson tends to waver on the spatial extension of this racial ontology – does it apply

to North America or the whole world? Moreover, to place Asians and Arabs solidly within the

sphere of humanity, while blacks are completely excluded, obscures how the racial produces

degrees of differentiation. With Sylvia Wynter, we might consider raciality as gradual deviation

from the  purported norm of Man, rather than as the total nonrelationality of one racial group from

others.87 With Ferreira da Silva, we might say that racial bodies are ordered on a scale of

transparency/affectability, where blackness occupies the position unsublatable affectability, the

82 Frank B. Wilderson III, Red, White, and Black p. 48
83 Denise Ferreira da Silva, ”Notes for a critique of the ‘metaphysics of race’” p. 139
84 Frank B. Wilderson III, Red, White, and Black p. 77
85 Hortense Spillers, ”Mama’s baby, papa’s maybe” p. 67
86 Frank B. Wilderson III, Red, White, and Black p. 20
87 Sylvia Wynter, ”1492” p. 42 f
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body so close to dying that it can never be represented as subjectivity unmediated by death. 

The sphere of the universal

Wilderson’s account does not give a very clear account as to why white capacity is dependent on

black incapacity. Instead he merely states that it is so, thus not explaining how whiteness is

constituted. While Ferreira da Silva and Wilderson share a commitment to what I would call the

radical exteriority of the racialised subject, in the sense that it is a subject that cannot be included

into humanity and universality, Ferreira da Silva’s account provides us with a key to how this

mechanism of exteriority work. Because her account does not rely on the pure negativity of the

racialised other, she can state that what has been positioned as exterior is the affectable subject.

Again, exteriority is different from exclusion because it does not necessarily connote negativity, or

being deprived of something. 

I want to suggest that the racial is not negativity, it merely appears as such. Within hegemonic

notions of universality and transparency, deviance manifests itself as lack.88 The point here is not to

take such universality as a given, but rather to understand how the production of universality is

always bound to the production of particularity. Indeed, particularity only makes sense from within

the conceptual horizon of universality. As Alexander Weheliye suggests, criticising universality

does not necessarily lead to embracing particularity, but is rather an attempt to go beyond the very

binary of universality and particularity.89 

This is also how Ferreira da Silva describes her project. She argues that the primary effect of

the racial has been to produce universality itself.90 It is not so much a task of describing exclusion

from universality, but the work of dismantling a universality that always already signifies

whiteness, and in which blackness thus comes to appear as fundamentally strange and external: 

My critique of the socio-logic underlying the existing liberal and CRT [critical race theory] conceptions

of race injustice starts from the recognition that race difference is not a substantive dimension invoked to

justify social (political/economic) ideas and practices that produce exclusion. Instead, I locate the

conditions of possibility of these forms of race injustice in the socio-logical construction of  blackness to

signify a domain outside the terrain of the legal, while retaining the construction of whiteness as the

signifier of the form of consciousness to which the principles underlying the normative schema of

Universal Justice are indigenous. The most crucial effect of this socio-logical construction has been to

produce blackness, and the place of residence of black people, as natural (pre-conceptual and pre-

historical) signs of social pathology.91

88 Alexander Weheliye, Habeas Viscus p. 43, Denise Ferreira da Silva, ”Rewriting the black subject” p. 162
89 Alexander Weheliye, Habeas Viscus p. 135
90 Denise Ferreira da Silva, ”Towards a critique of the socio-logos of justice” p. 427
91 Ibid. p. 426, emphasis in original
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Notice how Ferreira da Silva’s text is different from that of Wilderson, in that universality, rather

than humanity, is the central sphere of modernity. One might wonder why there is such a focus on

the notion of humanity in critical race theory. It seems to me that this focus presupposes that people

do not subject beings that they recognise as fellow humans to gratuitous violence. This points to a

purely ethical conception of humanity, where ”humans” are defined as those to whom we have an

ethical obligation. It is thus not conceptualised as a substantive category with a specific content,

defined on political and scientific variables. Ferreira da Silva’s argument is instead that people do

deploy gratuitous violence against other humans, especially if those humans are seen as belonging

outside the spatial limits of universality and transparency, thus signifying pathology and death,

which are part of our human predicament. 

What does it mean for blackness ”to signify a domain outside the terrain of the legal”? Why

does Ferreira da Silva state that there are large regions outside the operation of the law? How can

universality be understood as having spatial limits?92 Firstly, the modern construction of the legal

depends on universality, as a means of determining justice but also to determine where gratuitous

violence can be deployed. To be determined to be outside the law is thus to be outside universality,

a space in which one lives as a pathological, dying body, which can be subjected to limitless

violence. This space is not simply outside universality but engulfed – its difference is constantly

reproduced within the system that places it as an outside. In my chapter on geography, I discussed

this in terms of the constant reoccupation of segregated spaces. 

Secondly, we need to look more specifically at how universality is associated with

transparency and therefore with whiteness, and how non-white people signify particularity. It may

seem somewhat paradoxical that universality produces an outside – this might suggest that it is in

fact not truly universal but must be replaced with a new universality. This is quite close to what

Wynter would argue, although she prefers the name ”humanity.”93 However, Ferreira da Silva

insists that humanity is always a figure of universality, and thus not a possible ground for

emancipatory political struggles.94 As I have suggested above, the notion of the radical exteriority

of the racial subject makes any more ”inclusive” reworking of the notions of universality and

humanity impossible. This is because universality is, somewhat paradoxically, bound to a particular

conception of the mind, namely the transparent subject as unmediated, not bound to particularity,

and able to conceive of abstractions. To be outside of universality, then, is to be a mediated

consciousness, one determined by contingent and spatial conditions.95 

92 Denise Ferreira da Silva, Toward a Global Idea of Race, p. 266 f, ”Towards a critique of the socio-logos of justice” 
p. 422

93 Sylvia Wynter, ”Unparalleled catastrophe for our ppecies?” p. 72 f
94 Denise Ferreira da Silva, ”Notes for a critique of the ‘metaphysics of race’” p. 141
95 Denise Ferreira da Silva, ”Notes for a critique of the ‘metaphysics of race’” p. 143, ”Towards a critique of the socio-
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According to Ferreira da Silva, it is because Europe is conceived of as a space determined by

temporality that it can be seen as a space ruled by universality and law. Temporality emerges as

opposed to spatiality, that is, as the domain of human collective self-determination and the

movement of the Spirit.96 It is thus removed from mediation through the spatial, and seen as a

collective body able to conceive of the abstract principles of the law, because it does not let the

particular conditions get in the way of the universal. In the same moment that European

philosophers write subjectivity as fundamentally unmediated access to the universal, European

scientists map racial difference as mediation by particular spatial conditions. Thus, while European

space is in some sense particular, in that it is the only space that gives rise to transparent

subjectivity, it is simultaneously universal, as transparent subjectivity signifies access to

universality. 

Ferreira da Silva argues that the meanings mapped out by the early life sciences are re-

signified, but not erased, in twentieth century anthropology and sociology.97 This means that the

initial statement of race as spatial mediation is carried over into modern conceptions of society,

universality, and law. Spaces that are seen as outside the domain of the universal come to appear as

existing in a state of nature, that is, not ruled by universality and legality.98 Here, I want to point to

the link between raciality conceptualised as death and raciality as animality. Because raciality is

produced through necessarily fragmented processes of signification, it has no absolute or stable

meaning – instead it consists of an ambiguous set of significations, which constantly bleed into one

another. The idea that racialised social spaces exists in a state of nature points both to deadly

violence (the constant threat to transparent subjectivity, which thus has reason to protect itself), and

the notion of racialised peoples as irrational ”brutes” or ”animals.” Thus, there is no definitive

opposition between Wynter’s account of black people as ”apes” and Wilderson’s theory of social

death. Both point to affectability, as a mode of subjectivity that is mediated by spatiality,

embodiment, and death. We can also note the incessant naturalisation of race, whether it is through

the ”biological” traits of the body, the relegation to the geographical sphere of the non-human and

the natural, or as the state of nature, a sphere outside the legal and universal. Race is thus constantly

constructed as a pre-political, or in Ferreira da Silva’s words pre-conceptual and pre-historical,

marker of difference and exteriority. 

How are these spheres, external to the universal, produced? How are they linked to the topics

discussed previously in this dissertation, namely the body and the geographical? As I mentioned

logos of justice” p. 429
96 Denise Ferreira da Silva, Toward a Global Idea of Race p. 88, 94
97 Denise Ferreira da Silva, ”Towards a critique of the socio-logos of justice” p. 432 f
98 Denise Ferreira da Silva, Toward a Global Idea of Race p. 213
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earlier, Ferreira da Silva proposes an ontoepistemology of race, in opposition to ontological

accounts of exclusion and negation. In that way, she can show how raciality has been produced and

mapped through scientific and philosophical projects. While I would suggest that this marks a

definite advantage of her account compared to Wilderson’s, I think that Ferreira da Silva’s theory

tends to overlook how the epistemology of race is tied to both the institutional practices of science

and law, and practices of violence, exploitation, and colonial domination. Unlike Wynter, who

traces the modern idea of race back to early colonial invasions, Ferreira da Silva locates the origin

of the modern concept of race in the effects of Cartesian, subject-centred philosophy and the

emergence of early life sciences.99 It is my contention that these practices of establishing the

European Enlightenment project, both in science and in law, can only be properly understood in

relation to the project of European colonial conquest. 

I mention this here because I do not think Ferreira da Silva has properly theorised what it

actually means to exist outside universality. Firstly, I would argue with Achille Mbembe that the

European space is constructed as ruled by legality precisely because it needs to control other

spaces, and turn them into regions that could legally be subjected to colonial domination.100 Ferreira

da Silva’s focus on the institution of racialised subjectivities indicates the extreme profundity of

racialisation in modernity – it does not only shape material factors, but institutes a particular form

of subjectivity. However, in Ferreira da Silva’s writings, this leads to an unfortunate separation of

the material and the symbolic. Instead of locating how the material and the symbolic interact

through multiple institutions and practices, she tends to describe racialised violence as a

”materialisation” of the symbolic of raciality.101 Ferreira da Silva is right to criticise historical

materialist accounts of race, which can only perceive race as yet another superfluous and

ideological mechanism of exclusion, without accounting for why this exclusion would operate

through bodily signification.102 Nevertheless, her own account tend to invert the historical

materialist logic of causality – it is no longer the material that produces ideology, but the symbolic

that materialises in the form of violence. Both of these statements, I would suggest, oversimplify

the process of production of domains external to the universal, law, and whiteness. 

I agree with Ferreira da Silva’s description of racialised spaces as represented as ”states of

nature,” operating as a radical exterior of universality and legality. However, these spaces do not

exist only because scientific and philosophical projects needed to disavow affectability. They are

produced through processes that involve both signification and materiality. With Ferreira da Silva’s

99  Sylvia Wynter, ”1492”, Denise Ferreira da Silva, ”Notes for a critique of the ‘metaphysics of race’” p. 141, 143
100 Achille Mbembe, ”Necropolitics” p. 24
101 Denise Ferreira da Silva, ”Towards a critique of the socio-logos of justice” p. 441
102 Denise Ferreira da Silva, Toward a Global Idea of Race p. xxvi
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emphasis on exteriority, I find it surprising that she is not more attentive to the actual disciplining

and control of spaces and bodies. She often mentions police murder as the exemplary form of

racialised violence, but she is more interested in the symbolic conditions of possibility of this

violence.103 Since Ferreira da Silva suggests that she wants to write a counterontology, giving the

spatial its proper place in modernity, the materiality of the spatial and the body should be given a

more prominent place, rather than being positioned as the materialisation of the symbolic. Here, I

think Ferreira da Silva’s account can usefully be complemented both with Wynter’s discussion of

coloniality and law, and Wilderson’s insistence on violence as the site of production of raciality.104

These authors both examine geographic spaces and bodies, not only as materialisation of scientific

discourse, but also as conditions for that discourse. Neither of them relies on crude materialism, nor

do they posit the symbolic as the moving force of political history. While maintaining the racial as a

fundamentally symbolic process, they show that the production of spaces and bodies outside

universality has a very tangible side. 

Conclusion

What are the political stakes in describing race in terms of spatiality? It can take the form of a

modern counterontology, in which race and spatiality emerges as that which is not made explicit

within modernity, or constantly located elsewhere. Through spatiality, we can access another

conception of subjectivity, one that is not self-determined or a solely temporal thing, but a subject

which is determined by its corporeality and spatial conditions. As Ferreira da Silva suggests, this is

also a subject that immediately emerges as a being that does not precede its coexistence with other

beings.105 The fact that this subject exists as a political being is thus immediately given, rather than

being derived from a putative original point of subjectivity. As such, we can see how subjects, in

Ferreira da Silva’s words, are ”contemporaneous, coexisting, and contending.”106 This conception of

the subject thus immediately gives rise to a conflictual and antagonistic conception of politics. As I

have tried to show throughout this dissertation, the racialised subject is not someone that can simply

be included into the sphere of modernity, because modernity has been constituted against this

subject. Persistent voices (including ”leftists” such as Slavoj Žižek), keep informing us that the

presence of the racialised subject in Europe is a threat against this modernity.107 The difference of

103 Denise Ferreira da Silva, ”Towards a critique of the socio-logos of justice” p. 441
104 Sylvia Wynter, ”1492” p. 35, Frank B. Wilderson III, Red, White, and Black, p. 31
105 Denise Ferreira da Silva, Toward a Global Idea of Race p. 25
106 Ibid. p. 118
107 Slavoj Žižek, ”The non-existence of Norway” passim.
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the racial other, because already spatially mapped as a contending form of subjectivity, cannot but

exist in opposition to the values of the clearly demarcated European space. 

Inclusion, then, is impossible. The liberal order of whiteness, that tells us that European

modernity can simply be expanded to include every corner of the globe, neglects the ways in which

white modernity was built on the exploitation and degradation of the rest of the world. As Fanon

puts it, ”Europe is the creation of the Third World.”108 Here, I want to emphasise that politics

against race, rather than being merely liberal identity politics, can carry with it the revolutionary

demand for a new world order. It can be conceptualised as not so much the desire for representation

as a member of a certain race, but rather the undoing of race as such, and thus the undoing of the

world in which race became a central strategy of power. Decentring Europe as the perceived source

of everything valuable, and looking at the ways in which value has been extracted from elsewhere,

is a first step in remapping the world. Ferreira da Silva, Wynter, and Wilderson all draw on Fanon

when attempting to think what such remapping would look like. However, they all accentuate

somewhat different aspects of the Fanonian legacy. Wynter emphasises a reimagining of the world,

where the current biocentric monohumanism is replaced with one that lives up to the measure of the

world, that is, a humanism that focuses on the concrete, individual human subject.109 But as I have

suggested earlier, just because we can recognise such a subject as human does not mean we will not

behave violently towards it. Wynter also seems to suggest that science has a role to play in

instituting this new subjectivity, as she often gestures towards Aimé Césaire’s concept of a ”new

science of the world.”110 However, it is unclear to me how the very tools of the current racial order –

humanism and science – could be utilised for its destruction. 

Wilderson, on the other hand, is less interested in providing means for a new world order.

Instead, he focuses on the aspects of Fanon’s writings that accentuate violence and ”the end of the

world.”111 He cares less about instituting a new conception of the human than seeing this world

burn. I find this critical strategy rather compelling, as a radical critique of contemporary conditions

would imply that the future is not conceivable from within the horizon of this world. Wilderson’s

pessimism contains a critique of the constant demand to be oriented towards solutions, a demand

that tends to undo the radicalism of the critique of existing structures. However, as I have suggested

above, I find Wilderson’s absolutised racial ontology problematic in that it is detached from the

necessarily fragmented processes of signification that instituted it, and which can also be disrupted.

While we perhaps cannot imagine a different world from within the horizon of this world, we can

108 Frantz Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth p. 81
109 Sylvia Wynter, ”Unparalleled catastrophe for our species?” p. 60, ”1492” p. 47
110  Sylvia Wynter, ”Unparalleled catastrophe for our species?” p. 14
111 Frank B. Wilderson III, Red, White, and Black p. 337, Frantz Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth p. 118
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identify the processes that reproduce the current world order and attempt to unsettle them. This

unsettling, I think, must include the historical or genealogical exploration of how those processes

came to be instituted, as well as how they are maintained in the present. 

I would argue that Ferreira da Silva combines the idea of a different future, as beyond our

horizon of thinking, with a more precise idea of how we can work towards the end of this world.

Here, the spatial metaphor of the world signifies the totality of existing social relations, which are

all infused with implicit or explicit racial meanings. The end of the world is thus the total undoing

of racial modernity. The future, for Ferreira da Silva, can only be imagined as what cannot be

thought from within the horizon of this world. This includes the disruption of our basic modes of

thinking, going beyond both space and time as they are imagined within modern knowledge and

scientific reason. Ferreira da Silva, like Fanon, emphasises both the imaginative aspect of liberation,

and insists on a radical form of reparations: 

For the Black  Feminist  Poethics,  a  moment  of  radical  praxis  acknowledges  the  creative  capacity

Blackness indexes, reclaims expropriated total value, and demands for nothing less than decolonization –

that is, a reconstruction of the world, with the return of the total value without which capital would not

have thrived and off which it still lives.112

I cite this passage because it shows Ferreira da Silva in her most materialist moment, when she

acknowledges the centrality of both material expropriation and a new imaginary of the world. She

stresses the reclamation of that which has been taken by Europe (here in its economic form, as

capital) and the ”reconstruction of the world.” Complete decolonisation would imply the total

restructuring of the world. This emphasis on ”total value” indicates a utopian horizon, whose limits

cannot be imagined or named, and which definitely cannot be reduced to a sum of money.

Reparations thus include not only the economic aspect, but the totality of all social relations, all

value whatsoever. It also says something about what racial colonialism has done to this world – the

complete devaluation of everything that is not white consciousness and European civilisation. 

The counterontology of globality, then, can unsettle the dominant discourse of modernity, as a

historical and temporal event. As such, it functions as a critique of whiteness, which makes itself

transparent and makes race speakable only as affectability, the outside of white self-determination.

Race is present in white modernity as half-spoken, simultaneously hypervisible and invisible. It is

not something that only exists when it is explicitly stated by white supremacists and fascists, but is

implicit in the most liberal and progressive of white nations. To present a counterontology is to

make explicit the things that were present but were not spoken. It is not in itself a radical departure

112 Denise Ferreira da Silva, ”Toward a black feminist poethics” p. 85, Frantz Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth p. 81
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from raciality, but a means to make raciality visible as it has been instituted, as something which

shapes both spatiality and temporality. It is thus a first step towards moving beyond the post-

Enlightenment world order. 

However, making race visible is in itself not enough. If race was a purely discursive

construction, then perhaps discursive interventions would be a sufficient tool to counter racial

productivity. But raciality is not only centred around knowledge, but also power, and racial power is

partly derived from material conditions such as colonialism. I find Wilderson’s theory helpful

because it does not downplay the violence through which the institution of race became possible.

The scientific account of race only came into full effect during the decline of slavery. I do not want

to argue that race simply is the result of slavery, as such reductive causality neglects the interplay of

the symbolic and the material. However, the fact that black people could legitimately be treated as

property, even before the heyday of scientific racism, indicates that this mode of scientific reason

also stems from practices of violence and dispossession. It seems to me that Ferreira da Silva’s

account of the political often does not sufficiently capture this dimension of power. Only in the

essay cited above does she gesture towards the reclamation of the total value that has been

expropriated in the process of colonialisation. This is ultimately a question of how the difference of

the political-symbolic is played out as a spatial relation, and how it is shaped by material conditions.

Exactly how the conflictual relations between coexisting, spatial bodies/subjectivities are related to

the ways in which difference is written in philosophical and scientific text thus remains an open

question. 

Perhaps most importantly for Ferreira da Silva’s political project, her work is a call to rethink

our conceptions of freedom. Her critique of disalienation, as the goal of progressive political

struggle, challenges our received notions of what emancipation could be. Her texts are also a

warning against the desire for a postracial future, in which freedom is conceived as transparency,

and thus the obliteration of raciality. While the end goal of any progressive politics of race must be

the undoing of racial power, this desire for the obliteration of race perhaps cannot be entirely

disconnected from the European Enlightenment conception of freedom – which is also a colonial

project, carrying with it an actual desire for the erasure of racialised people. To simply affirm

freedom beyond race might be to reproduce the theoretical move that sees freedom where

racialisation is not. 
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